No advising on Arctic Methane Emergency to Obama by American Science
Society and DOE(Department of Energy)would substantially make him
death penalty executer president on mankind.
2014/9/24
Now we should talk truth by being scientists in order to recover normal way from becoming
irreversible worsen way.Recent Obama government had tuned to substantially be lie
announcing one on the Islam State with Syria bombing etc and the deadly climate crisis.
http://www.globalresearch.ca/going-after-the-islamic-state/5401439
http://www.globalresearch.ca/911-the-mother-of-all-big-lies/5400986
9/21 Climate March in NYC had realized massive peoples demonstration for climate
alarming toward the world.Mass media reported only the fact with coming carbon reduction
negotiation in UN,however they never tell deadly fact of Arctic Methane Emergency.
http://www.ameg.me/
The media reported irresponsible topics of weather in coming 2050.
Current trend would not allow being of 2050 world by Methane fire blasting.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/global-extinction-within-one-human.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-Temeperature-Rise-in-Arctic-a-simple-verification.pdf
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-intercepting-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf
Note it is nobody,but America who can substantially rule destiny of the coming world.
Whether the world would become hell or not is determined by America.

Because America has the most
violence power ruling the world.
America has also fact informations and technology.
None American has also fact informations,but they can not act by American Violence.
One of them is author himself who can testimony about the American Violence.
http://www.777true.net/Big-Conspiracy-of-Nothing-Substantial-Climate-Countermeasure_JV.pdf

Note recent American(NAZIS usa) has been wars against Islam nations and with Judaism
nation after the evil 9/11 own playing terror. Those strong theist nation people are of
martyrdom.

On the other hand,American called own nation religion one,however author can not
comprehend the contradiction between lie announcing government and true religion.
American has been seeking only own profits by overriding many other nations.
America,after all,has been secretly against God the order of {justice,truth,philanthropy}.
Certainly it is nobody,but Satan who destined ownself to be hell at last.
Once people had convinced success of outstanding oil civilization prosperity,they could not
admit own fatal failure in the delusional outstanding prosperity toward fireball earth hell.
This is nothing,but a cause of their suicide.Nothing climate fixing means suicide at all.
This is also haughty of established elderly elites who don’t care their children.
It is tragedy due to no repentance of turning from wrong to righteous.
http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf
This could be understood by a little study on the American Realities. Also American
themselves had understood this fact more than any others.
*Dr Steven Chu(the former DOE secretary)talking Arctic Methane Catastrophe.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHqKxWvcBdg

Steven Chu on Permafrost feedback
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_3gVZniFHA4

Arctic Death Spiral and the Methane Time Bomb (two excerpts: Dr. Natalia
Shakhova)
I entirely hope your good decision making !!!.

